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Abstract – A new method for image watermarking, aimed at
documents archiving is presented in this paper. This specific
application is very useful in all cases, when large amounts of
original paper documents have to be stored for many years, in
accordance with financial lows. The substitution of these orig-
inals with their electronic copies ensures easy access and secu-
rity. The new watermarking method is based on the Inverse Dif-
ference Pyramid (IDP) decomposition, performed in the image
spectrum.
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I. Introduction

In correspondence with the financial lows’ requirements, all
companies are obliged in their everyday practice to store
large amounts of original paper documents (invoices, etc.).
As it is known, the long-term storage of paper documents
creates many troubles for the owner, most of which are con-
nected to the fact, that they require too much physical space.
Most up-to-date computer technologies permit the creation
of electronic copies of the documents and their archiving and
saving on diskettes, optical disks, etc., which in result makes
their storage much easier. To do this, the documents must be
scanned and thus obtained digital images - compressed and
saved. The most frequently used compression methods are
based on the standards JPEG or JPEG2000. The traditional
approach in the big enterprises is to store the compressed im-
ages on CD, using WARM (Write-Once-Read-Many) tech-
nologies. In some cases electronic signature is used as well,
but this is not enough for the secure document storage: as it
is known, there are many software products, which permit
easy image editing. This requires additional security levels
in the archived image files, in order to ensure their original
contents untouched and to prove any kind of un-authorized
access. Part of these problems could be solved using image
watermarking [1-3]. In some applications, the watermark ex-
traction is performed without comparison with the original
image, and in other cases, the original must be available. The
second case is suitable for documents archiving, because the
original image will be easily available, when requested, and
the comparison will ensure the watermark extraction [4,5]. A
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new method for multi-layer image watermarking, ensuring
the document content authenticity, is proposed in this paper.
The watermarking is performed using a new method for im-
age decomposition, called Inverse Difference Pyramid (IDP)
[6]. In this case, the decomposition is performed in the image
spectrum area, and the image content is processed in consec-
utive layers with increasing resolution. This approach per-
mits the insertion of different watermark in every layer. Any
change in the watermark image, noticed after the extraction,
is a proof for un-authorized image content editing. To per-
form the watermarking the original paper documents have to
be scanned and saved as bmp or JPEG files, and after that -
watermarked.

II. Basic Principles of the IDP Decomposition

In the general case, every digital image �������, consisting
of ����� pixels could be represented with inverse difference
pyramid (IDP) [6] in accordance with the expression:
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where � � �� 	� �� � � � � � is the number of the pyramidal de-
composition level.

The first component � �����
��� in Eq. (1) corresponds with

the level � � � and defines the coarse image approxima-
tion as a result, obtained after applying the inverse orthogo-
nal transform of the truncated image spectrum � �����
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The coefficients of the spectrum matrix � �����
��� are defined

with the expression:
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Here the elements���	� 
� of the matrix-mask �����
��� de-

fine the position of the retained coefficients from the two-
dimensional image spectrum �����

���:
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where � is the area of the retained spectrum coefficients
���	� 
�. The corresponding spectrum matrix �����

��� is ob-
tained in result of applying the direct orthogonal transform
for ������� with the matrix �����

���, i.e.
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In the decomposition levels � � 	� �� ���� ��	 from Eq. (1)
the corresponding component is defined as:
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The sub-matrices � ����
�����

����� for �� � 	� �� ��� �� of the

matrix � �������
��� are obtained as a result of its quad tree

division in �� equal parts. Each sub-matrix in Eq. (6) has
size ���� � ���� and is defined in similar way as shown in
Eq. (2).
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Here � is the area of the retained spectrum coefficients
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� ������� is obtained after apply-

ing a direct orthogonal transform on the difference matrix
�������

�����, using the transform matrix �����
�����:
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In Eq. (10) the term �������
����� is defined as:
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The remaining component, corresponding to the last level
� � � in Eq. (1), is presented with the difference:
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In the case, when the decomposition from Eq. (1) is trun-
cated up to the component �, the so-called “truncated” IDP
is obtained, presented by the expression:
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In the image frequency domain the IDP pyramid consists of
the spectrum coefficients ���� �	� 
�, for �� � 	� �� ��� ��. For
the level � their number is as follows:
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for � � �� 	� �� ��� �� 	.
Then the total number of coefficients for IDP pyramid with

r levels is:
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In particular, for �� � �� � ��� � ��=4 one can get
from Eq. (15):
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In case, when the matrix ������� represents one image block
with size � �� pixels, the total number of coefficients for
all blocks is correspondingly:
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Then for �� � �� � ���� � ��=4, Eq. (17) is producing
�� � �����������.

After a lossless compression for all coefficients’ values
�
��
� �	� 
�, from pyramid level � a corresponding binary mas-

sif ������ � � � 	� �� ��� ��� with length ��, is obtained.
At the beginning of this massif ������� is inserted a spe-
cial header, ��. It contains information about the pyramid
level �, the elements of the matrix-mask ����, the kind of
the orthogonal transform, the arrangement of coefficients in
the massif, etc.

III. Image Watermarking Based on IDP

The decomposition, represented by Eq. (1), permits the inser-
tion of different watermark in every level of the IDP pyramid.
For this, elements����� for the level � of the data massif, are
represented as follows:
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Here ����� is the compressed data with length ��� repre-
senting the watermark in the level �, obtained after applying
the password, ��. The password itself is a code, with length
��� � ��. The number ���, corresponding to the watermark
for the level �, is defined with the equation:
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where ��
 and ��
 are the corresponding �-th digits of �� and
��, and with “�” is noted the operation “exclusive OR”. The
number ���, corresponding to the watermark, is inserted in
the header ��� of the compressed data, ��(r).

The watermark image (prepared in advance) is compressed
with lossless compression. For this reason it is suitable to use
relatively small watermark (256x256 or 512x512 pixels) and
in the process of decomposition to apply it on the document
image as many times, as necessary, to cover it. The IDP de-
composition permits watermark images with size 512x512
pixels to be compressed losslessly in a file with size 500-600
Bytes, depending on image contents. This size is negligible,
compared to the size of the digital image of the paper docu-
ment. Even after compression is used, the corresponding file
is very large, because the quality of the restored document
image must be good, and the compression ratio could not
be high. The following (higher) pyramid level creates a new
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data sequence �����, where another watermark image could
be inserted. Then all the information is arranged in one com-
mon massif. The data, obtained in result of the image com-
pression, and the inserted watermark, is saved and stored, or
sent to the receiver in accordance with the application, using
the existing standard communication nets. The watermark in-
sertion in the image data is equivalent to the creation of ad-
ditional level in the pyramid.

IV. Image Decoding and Watermark
Visualization

The decoding is done, performing the already described op-
erations in reverse order:

� The components ����� and ����� are extracted from
the massif of the received data����� and the watermark
image ����� �� for the level � is restored;

� The information�����, obtained in result of the lossless
compression, is decoded, and the values of coefficients
�
��
� �	�� 
��, are calculated;

� The model of the sub-image � ������ ��
��
���� is calculated,

using inverse orthogonal transform, as presented with
Eqs. (2) and (6);

� The values of the elements ������ �� of the restored
image are calculated. This image can contain two (or
more) watermarks in the lower IDP pyramid levels, in
correspondence with the expression:
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In the already described watermarking method the IDP de-
composition starts from the lowest level, where the square,
corresponding with one sub-image is 16x16 or 8x8 pixels
(resp. �=4 or �=3). In this image layer the document owner
can insert his (or her) own watermark. Example image for
original image document is shown in Fig. 1. This watermark
is visible, and it is the first authentic watermark, inserted in
the document image. It corresponds to the “public” document
watermark. The result is shown in Fig. 2 - the example text
image with inserted visible watermark. The same watermark
could be made invisible as well. This is performed, choosing
a watermark in which the brightness value is smaller than the
sensitivity threshold of the human visual system.

The choice of a visible or invisible watermark is a result
of a decision, made by the document owner, and usually is
the same in all documents, created by him. The size of the
watermark image usually is smaller then that of the document
and in the process of the image recovering it is applied as
many times, as necessary, to cover all the document image.

The next level of the decomposition (the higher pyramid
level) is the place to insert the second watermark – usually,
invisible. In the method, offered here, this watermark de-
pends on the image contents, and correspondingly – on the

Fig. 1. Original text image

Fig. 2. Watermarked Text image

result, obtained after the compression of the data from the
second pyramid level. As watermark images could be used
all two-dimensional Walsh-Hadamard functions, or another
images, included in the special image library. The choice
of the watermark is performed, after the compressed data is
obtained, and the number of the compressed bits is known,
Eqs. (12) and (13). The fact, that the watermark is invisible,
and the requirement to use a password ensures, that the pos-
session of the decompression software will not permit the
watermark visualization and the existence of watermark will
not be known. The watermark visualization will be possible
only if the password is available. The analysis of the image
header (in case, that somebody knows the algorithm in detail
and is able to analyze it) will show that the image contains
inserted invisible watermarks, but the extraction will be im-
possible without the password.

In case of un-authorized image contents change (using
special software for image editing) the visible watermark
should be changed as well, but the invisible one will not be
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Fig. 3. Original text image

Fig. 4. Watermarked text image with masking watermark

touched. There are two reasons for this. The first is that in
result of the use of the algorithm for lossless coding of the
equal symbols, and of the adaptive modified Huffman code,
the length of the compressed file could not be calculated or
defined in advance. The data, obtained in result of the com-
pression, are changed in accordance with the image contents
and any change in this contents results in change of the file
length ��. Because of this peculiarity of the algorithm, the
first indication that the image had been edited is the change
in the compressed data length. If the password is known, the
new value of the data file length together with the password,
will point at another watermark image from the library after
the processing. Even the document owner does not know this,
because the process of choosing the invisible watermark im-
age is performed automatically. The same approach is used in
the next, higher pyramid level, where another invisible water-
mark is inserted. The watermark visualization is performed
in a way, similar to visualization of the classic paper water-
marks: for them we use light with higher brightness, and in
our case, algorithm for sharpening the brightness transitions
is used. All watermarks are visualized layer by layer, until all
of them are processed.

In some cases the watermark could be used to cover (hide)
the original image, or a selected part of it. Example for such
application is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In this case, instead
of an invisible watermark, is applied a watermark, which de-
stroys the original image. This example illustrates that the
text information could not be used until the watermark is suc-
cessfully removed. The recovery of the original document is
possible only if the password is available.

All watermarks must answer the following requirements:

� The watermark image must be a drawing, consisting of
relatively large figures (8x8 pixels, or larger), with con-
stant brightness. Such image is resistant against JPEG
compression with high compression ratio.

� In order to ensure that the watermark is invisible, its
brightness value must be relatively small. In the cases,
when it is applied on parts of the original document,
where the total brightness is high, the brightness value
of the watermark image should be under the sensitivity
threshold of the human visual system. In other cases,
where the document brightness is lower, the brightness
value of the watermark image could be higher. Such ap-
proach requires the creation of intelligent, adaptive al-
gorithm, which in most cases would make its applica-
tion difficult. In result, it is easier to use watermarks
with small brightness value, which could be applied
over the whole document and remain invisible.

The basic application of the described method is aimed at
closed information systems for saving and storage the images
of the electronic copies of documents with paper originals.
This application area defines some restrictions:

� The watermark extraction requires a password;
� The method requires the document creator to have a li-

brary of watermark images, one or more of which to be
inserted in the document image in correspondence with
the described algorithm;

� The volume of the compressed data, representing the
original document, is increased with the watermark in-
sertion, and in result, the compression ratio is reduced.

V. Basic Method Advantages

1. The knowledge of the algorithm and the usage of decom-
pression software do not permit the watermark extraction.
This is possible only if the password is available;

2. Any change, noticed in the visualized invisible water-
mark, proves un-authorized access and image contents edit-
ing;

3. The fact, that the inserted watermark becomes a part
of the image, makes it resistant against another compression
methods, cropping, shifting, resizing, etc.;

4. The ability to insert more than one watermark in a single
image increases the image contents security.

VI. Conclusion

The IDP decomposition permits easy watermark insertion in
the consecutively processed image layers with increasing res-
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olution. In result, the image editing and the watermark ex-
traction are very complicated and together with the require-
ment to know the password and to have access to the image
library of the document creator, the un-authorized access be-
comes practically impossible. The method could be used in
PC image processing, Windows environment.
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